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Lead nurturing is structured to create a bond with your ideal prospects and deliverĂ 
value in every interaction. This means showing them you care and understand theĂ 
challenges they face daily. If you approach this in an effort to offer value and solveĂ 
problems vs. touting how awesome your company and solutions may be, you’ll beĂ 
able to effectively build a relationship and be well positioned when the time to  
buy arises.

WHAT IS LEAD NURTURING?
Lead nurturing is the way of building an effective relationship with ideal prospectsĂ 
and existing clients. It entails addressing the questions that are plaguing your 
targets and positioning your product as the inal approach to their number one 
problem. Let them recognize you have their back and are there to help. This 
effective strategy results in downward funnel movement when aligned with 
timing and proper customization to each prospects 
largest pain point. Unfortunately, It’s not as simple 
as sending a widespread email to everybody on your 
mailing list — that tends to simply irritate folks and 
can actually be counter productive towards your 
goal. To have a successful lead nurturing system, 
you will want to take complete advantage of all 
digital channels be as speci ic to each prospect and 
company pain as possible.
The lead nurturing process includes various 
channels such as email, digital marketing, ads, or even direct mail and can be 
most effectively distributed when your Sales and Marketing teams work together 
with ‘Customer Value’ acting as a unifying North Star. A helpful bi-product of this 
strategy is also an increase in your lead channels, giving your Sales and Marketing 
teams more opportunities to board new clients and expand existing relationships.
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THE MOST EFFICIENT WAY TO NURTURE
THE LEAD IS
Showcase your value as a company
Showcasing your value means providing the specifics in how you can solve your
prospects pain. Lead nurturing is all about prescriptively showing how you’ve
helped clients and companies that once had the same pain and how they operate
now free from that burden. You nurture them with applicable messaging and
content that communicates your understanding and your ability to help. Effective
messaging allows your prospects to assume the partnership and can open up
dialog for long-term relationship growth.

Follow Unified KPI’s to nurture leads
Following unified KPI’s allows for a single source of truth between your Sales and
Marketing Orgs. It will allow for collaboration to optimize messaging and content
strategies to further increase engagement rates, conversion rates, and customer
retention rates. Additionally, it will bring reduced cost and boost ROI.

Increase your brand awareness by nurturing leads
A cohesive nurture and content strategy can increase brand awareness, thus
improving Sales and Marketing conversion rates. If you are looking to increase
awareness and consideration in your target market, these questions should be
addressed first.

• How do we stand out from our competition in the market?
• How can we make life easier for our Ideal Prospects and Clients?
• What messaging and content best resonates with our Ideal Prospects

and Clients?
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Every lead nurturing campaign is unique and based on medium. Direct mail, 
landing pages, email, re-targeting, etc. all play a role, while content and messaging 
is of utmost importance. Certain goals need to be aligned before we know the 
process. Re-engaging past customers, presenting new tools or services, generating 
Marketing Qualified leads can be KPI’s, but it’s crucial to have 100% alignment 
on goals to be able to optimize moving forward. The Content and Messaging 
must be tailored for every stage of the funnel. Using your best clients to help you 
select the right messaging and content for every stage will help you stand out 
from the competition. After all, no one has a better understanding of the value 
and relevance certain content pieces convey and will allow you to speak your 
customer’s language vs. touting your brand specific rhetoric.

When all three are combined and given a chance to succeed, you will clearly see the value 
in a cohesive and well positioned nurture strategy.

HOW DOES THE LEAD NURTURING PROCESS 
WORK?

THE B2B LEAD NURTURING PROCESS
INCLUDES THREE COMPONENTS

As there are multiple 
painpoints specific to 
persona and often vertical, 
it’s equally important to 
arm your Sales teams 
and nurture strategy to 
cover as many use cases 
as possible. Your Ideal 
Prospects should easily 
be able to relate to the 
content they are digesting 
and see how it can help 
them in their daily lives.

Content

Staying top of mind without 
negatively impacting your 
Ideal prospects experience 
is a delicate balance. Often 
companies deploy the ‘beat 
down’ method which can 
negatively impact conversion 
and brand affinity. This is 
another area in which your 
most valued customers can 
help by giving their feedback 
and insight on the daily life 
of your Ideal prospects.

Cadence

There are multiple 
factions within your target 
companies. Influencers, 
Decision Makers, 
Executive Sponsors, all 
care about different 
things. Using the proper 
channels and the correct 
language can help you 
deploy a succinct nurture 
program.

Contacts
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Final Thoughts On B2B Lead Nurturing Practice 
Lead nurturing is the process of building a deeper relationship with your Ideal 

Prospects. By following a cohesive and customer-centric process, you will be able 

to quickly realize higher conversion ratios. Collaborate with your revenue team to 

develop a single source of truth for campaign measurement and optimizations. 

Be sure to allow for enough time to properly measure content and messaging fit. 

Happy hunting!




